Driving Business Value in Pharma
with Blockchain
The pharmaceutical industry is riddled with challenges related to data
accuracy, privacy, and transparency affecting clinical trials, supply chains,
and counterfeit drugs. With the looming deadline for compliance with
the Drug Supply Chain Security Act (DSCSA)*, pharma leaders are
anxious to put blockchain to work on the most challenging
problems facing their industry.
According to a Global Data* poll, 29% of the
respondents believe that supply chains
could benefit the most from
implementing blockchain, followed by
the drug development process. These
examples highlight why the
pharmaceutical sector continues to
move ahead and embrace
blockchain, given its great
potential.
Healthcare Triangle’s HITRUST
Compliant blockchain platform,
Blockedge and our
transformation services helps
pharmaceutical companies bring
drugs to market faster, at lower
cost, manage supply chain
processes and comply with the
DSCSA regulations.

* Drug Supply Chain Security Act (DSCSA)|FDA
* Blockchain In Healthcare – Global Data

Blockedge is a blockchain automation platform that uses zero-coding to not
only accelerate blockchain adoption, but also manage the ongoing network. It
enables pharmaceutical companies to choose from multiple cloud providers
and blockchain nodes to deploy your unique blockchain use cases via intuitive
user interfaces.
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Comprehensive
Blockchain
Transformation
Services To Accelerate
Your Business
Transformation
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Blockchain Consulting
and Advisory
•
•
•
•
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Network management
•
•
•

Use case qualification
Blockchain Protocol assessment
Smart Contract Strategy
IT Integration Strategy

Implementation
•
•
•
•
•

Solution design
dApps and Smart Contracts development
Identity management
Enterprise IT integration
Production implementation

Blockchain operations support
Ledgers and transaction
monitoring
Continuous security and
compliance

Blockedge Features

Zero-coding
deployment

Tight governance
and security

Multi-cloud and
multi-blockchain
platform support

Enhanced
multi-party
collaboration

Simplified audit
traceability

Here’s Why Blockchain is a Game Changer for the
Pharmaceutical Industry

Enhanced drug supply
chain visibility

Blockchain in
intellectual property

Our blockchain
infrastructure automation
platform-based
transformation services are
poised to rewrite the rules
of competition in the
pharma industry, bringing
greater transparency,
security, and efficiency to
processes.

Intelligent clinical
trials

Counterfeit drug
prevention

The Drug Supply Chain Security
Act with Blockchain
By 2023, pharmaceutical companies need to adhere to the Drug Supply
Chain Security Act (DSCSA), which calls for tracking, producing, and
dispensing drugs from raw materials. The DSCSA Act would also require
supply chain leaders to adopt an "interoperable system" to track drugs
across the supply chain. Many leaders in the pharma space are feeling
the operational burden and the need to rethink their drug supply chain
as they seek to comply with the DSCSA deadline.
We hear about these struggles, and our end-to-end blockchain
infrastructure platform, Blockedge, helps pharmaceutical companies
overcome DSCSA interoperability pain points while ensuring data
integrity and maintaining privacy across the supply chain process. We
make sure that you stay in compliance with DSCSA and meet the
demands of your customers throughout the drug supply chain.
Blockedge integrates seamlessly with your existing IT infrastructure while
ensuring hassle-free platform integration and automated network
management. There is no coding prerequisite needed to run and
manage your blockchain nodes on our UI-driven platform. We work
along with you and ensure your supply chain is DSCSA compliant.

Accelerate Your Pharma Supply
Chain with Blockedge
•
•
•
•
•

Reduce blockchain network deployment time by up to 80%
Minimize day-to-day operational overheads across the network by up
to 60%
Reduce overall risks with continuous security and continuous
regulatory compliance
Reduce costs by up to 80% leveraging advanced automation enabled
by Blockedge
Increase network uptime leveraging continuous alerts & monitoring
as well as 24x7 Blockchain Operations Centre
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certified architects
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cloud engagements

The Time for Blockchain is Now
No matter where you are on the blockchain journey, our
experts can help you take the next step.

Request an
Assessment
info@healthcaretriangle.com
(888) 706-0310

Healthcare Triangle, Inc.TM (HCTI), based in Pleasanton, Calif., reinforces healthcare progress
through breakthrough technology. HCTI achieves HITRUST Certification for Cloud and Data
Platform (CaDP) to manage risks. We support healthcare and life sciences organizations
improve health outcomes by enabling the adoption of new technologies, data
enlightenment, business agility, and accelerating the value of their IT investments. HC/LS
turn to HCTI for expertise in cloud transformation, security and compliance, data lifecycle
management, and clinical/business performance optimization.
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